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In the Pyrenean brook newt (C. asper), the occurrence of facultative 
paedomorphosis was reported in three lake populations whereas only 
metamorphosis was found in streams. The paedomorphs of this species retain 
some larval traits (e.g. gills or gill remnants) but often at lower extent than in 
pond-breeding newts whereas metamorphs are fully metamorphosed. The aim 
of this study was to characterize the genetic diversity and the structure of 14 
populations that include four lakes, including the two remaining ones with 
facultative paedomorphosis and their neighbouring stream population. Our 
objective was specifically to test whether lakes, and particularly those with 
paedomorphosis are more genetically isolated and differentiated than streams 
or lakes devoid of paedomorphs.  Our results show that the genetic diversity 
among populations of C. asper was affected by geographical distribution 
(Western and Central Spanish Pyrenees) and habitat type. The population 
structure was clearly grouped in two main clusters: Western and Central 
Pyrenees, showing isolation by distance pattern. The genetic differentiation 
between lake and nearby stream populations was relatively low, indicating the 
presence of gene flow between them. However, STRUCTURE analysis showed 
that both populations with paedomorphs were well separated from the others 
when considering each main cluster separately (i.e. Western and Central 
Pyrenees) without isolation by distance pattern. These results suggest that 
paedomorphosis could be due to the isolation of the populations and as a local 
response to environmental cold features in lakes where it is expressed. The 
differentiation of populations with paedomorphs from the other Pyrenean 
populations, show also that they represent evolutionary significant units and are 
important patterns of diversity to protect.   
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